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TrackVision Concepts TrackVision reads logger data files exported from a wide range of logger models. The first step in reading those files is to translate the data from a given logger into a standard set of internal variables using a logger properties file created to match the specific logger model’s exported file structure. The internal variables are used for all internal processing, up to the point where we are ready to render the dashboard onto the input video frames. At this point, the dashboard properties file defines the overall characteristics of the dashboard, and assigns each of the internal variables to a display element on the dashboard.



Logger data export file



LOGGER PROPERTIES MAPS LOGGER CHANNEL NAMES INTO TrackVision TrackVIsion Variable name = “Your Channel Name ”; sample_time = “Time”; speed_mph = “GPS Speed”; rpm = “Engine RPM”; lateral_acceleration = "Lateral G";



TrackVision INTERNAL PROCESSING - Synchronization - Video format translation - Frame management - Dashboard rendering



DASHBOARD PROPERTIES DEFINE - THE DASHBOARD BACKGROUND - HOW EACH CHANNEL IS DISPLAYED DASHBOARD { Dashboard definition & Image} ELEMENTS { The element used for each channel, and the position/color/range etc for each one} textbox { variable name = laptime; gauge { variable name = rpm; gauge { variable name = speed_mph;



This guide exposes the secrets of the logger and dashboard properties files. It will give you what you need to tweak and customize the dashboards distributed with TrackVision, and to create your own dashboards from scratch. Remember that many hardy TrackVision hackers have produced some very impressive dashboards without this guide, so there is no excuse now. With a little practice, it all gets easy. You will find an annotated example of a typical dashboard properties file and a list of all TrackVision internal variables at the end of this Guide.
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An into to logger properties Each logger properties file defines how the data exported from a particular logger model will be read by TrackVision. They are simple text files, and TrackVision installs with close to 40 of them in the folder Apex Visualizations\TrackVision\loggers. Here’s how they work. The header is simply documentation. :: $Header$ :: Analysis program (v2.7) field mappings :: Copyright (c) 2003-2009 Apex Visualizations, LLC :: Update for DatalinkII V3.4 Video integration The logger section defines the overall structure of the exported file. It’s best not to modify this without talking to [email protected] or asking a question on the forum. There are many subtle controls for parsing data, and modifying them could cause TrackVision to reject the properties file on start-up. logger { name = "Racepak DatalinkII V3.4 Video Gen"; description = "Used by RacePak Datalink II V3.4 VideoGen"; library_path = "generic.dll"; field_name_record = 1; first_data_record = 10; } name – the name that appears in TrackVision’s Properties/logger models list description – purely documentation library path – don’t change this one, OK? field_name_record – the row number in the exported data that contains channel names first_data_record – the row number in the exported data that contains the first data sample There are additional controls to handle files that are tab separated rather than comma separated, and to ignore characters such as “ “ enclosing sample or channel name values. There are others to generate sample time when there is no adequate time stamp on each sample in the data. For example: For MoTeC data you will see controls to ignore quote marks: ignore_characters = "^""; For AiM data you will see controls to read tab separated data and to generate sample time: tab_separated = 1; :: the data is separated by tabs generate_sample_time = 1; :: generate sample time internally sample_interval = 100; :: time in mSec between samples We generate sample time for AiM because the exported data does not have an incremental time channel. Time in AiM’s universe reverts to 0:00 at the start of each lap. If that wasn’t enough, the sample rate for AiM data varies based on which sensor channels are included in the exported data.
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The field mapping section is where the channel names in the exported data are mapped into internal TrackVision variable names. For most loggers, these channel names are standardized and predictable. For others, the channel name for basic things like RPM are controlled by the guy that installs the logger. This is one of the reasons why we need to make a custom logger properties file for most AiM users. field_mapping { sample_time = "Time"; laptime = "GPS_Data:Run_LapT"; position_x = "GPS_Data:Run_PosX"; position_y = "GPS_Data:Run_PosY"; rpm = "Engine RPM"; speed_mph = "GPS_MPH"; :: If your logger exports speed in both MPH and KPH speed_kph = "GPS_KPH"; :: channels, its best to map just the one you want. lateral_acceleration = "Lateral G"; longitudinal_acceleration = "Accel G"; throttle_position = "Throttle Pos"; brake = "Brake"; gear = "Gear Indicator"; } The name of your data channel must be exactly as it appears in the exported data file, surrounded by “double quotes“ and the line must be terminated with a ; character. Field mapping is simple. Each channel in your data that you want to display in TrackVision needs to be mapped onto one of the internal TrackVision variable names. There are two classes of variable names; those that drive specific internal processes in TrackVision, and those that are simply labels. The special variables are: sample_time - this must be an incremental time value for each sample. laptime - this must be an incremental time value that reverts to 0:00 for each lap position_x - must be a distance from the first sample value as 0 on the x axis position_y - must be a distance from the first sample value as 0 on the y axis position_latitude - latitude, expressed as a decimal value of degrees position_longitude - longitude, expressed as a decimal value of degrees lap - the column number for lap number [when column has no title, eg AiM] The common variables are simply labels. For example: rpm = "Engine RPM"; This makes sense, because the name rpm describes the data in the channel Engine RPM analog_ch01 = “Engine RPM”; would work too, but you’d have to remember that RPM data is mapped to analog_ch01. So, just pick the variable that best describes the data in your logger channel, or use a generic analog or digital variable name. The complete list of TrackVision variable names is included at the end of this guide.
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Adding or changing a logger channel It’s pretty simple. Here’s how: - Go to the folder /Apex Visualizations\TrackVision\loggers - Right click the properties file you want to change - Select Open With and Notepad - First, edit the name to add your name or initials: name = "Racepak DatalinkII V3.4 Video Gen"; edit to name = "Racepak DatalinkII V3.4 Video Gen [MyName]"; - Save As, and add your name to the filename: DatalinkIIVideoGenLogger.properties Save As DatalinkIIVideoGenLogger_myname.properties This ensures that your modified file won’t be overwritten if you reinstall TrackVision. - Edit or add your new channel within the field mapping section: field_mapping { sample_time = "Time"; laptime = "GPS_Data:Run_LapT"; position_x = "GPS_Data:Run_PosX"; position_y = "GPS_Data:Run_PosY"; rpm = "Engine RPM"; speed_mph = "GPS_MPH"; speed_kph = "GPS_KPH"; lateral_acceleration = "Lateral G"; longitudinal_acceleration = "Accel G"; throttle_position = "Throttle Pos"; brake_input = "Brake Pressure"; gear = "Gear Indicator"; oil_pressure = “Oil Press”; } -



Save the file Restart TrackVision, which will include your new file in the logger models list Click Edit/Preferences, and confirm that your new file is in the logger models list. If it is not, then you’ve got an error. Its usually a misspelled variable name, or missing “ or ; on your edited lines. Note that you need to restart TrackVision each time you make a change to a logger properties file. TrackVision loads and checks each logger properties file at startup time.
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Anatomy of a Dashboard A TrackVision dashboard is very simply a defined space positioned within the video frame where a wide range of display elements can be used to show data values, labels, and more. The dashboard is defined by a simple text file – the dashboard properties file. The elements in the dashboard properties file are rendered, with the appropriate data values, on each successive video frame. Obviously, there is a lot of processing required to do this but that’s not something you need to worry about. When you select Show Movie, TrackVision is actually rendering every frame in real time! gcircle displays vector value of Gs



event_title displays event details entered in Movie Options indicators used to emulate shiftlights



gauges display data values



imagefile.png provides the background graphic textbox displays labels and values



slider2 displays throttle position indicator displays brake on/off



trackmap draws the track and positions the car marker



A dashboard properties file is a simple text file that defines the visual elements rendered on each frame of a TrackVision™ video. The properties file contains two or more sections – a dashboard section which defines the overall characteristics of the dashboard, and one or more element sections which define individual display elements. These sections, while providing different information, have the same basic format: section { key0 = value0; key1 = value1; ... keyn = valuen; }
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The dashboard properties file The header The header is simply documentation. It is not mandatory, but is included in all distributed display properties files. ::$Header$ :: Dashboard configuration file :: Copyright (c) 2003 - 2010 Apex Visualizations, LLC. :: V2.1 Compatible and repositionable :: User configurable Shiftlights - Gauges2_Shiftlights.inc The dashboard section This declares the general properties of the dashboard. Each file must contain exactly one dashboard section. There can be any number of element sections. dashboard { ShortName = "GaugesII MPH"; PrettyName = "Gauges2"; ImageFile = "images\Gauges2MPH180.png"; targetwidth = 1024; } shortname the name that appears in the dashboard selection list prettyname is not important. It’s not actually used anywhere! targetwidth is the pixel width of the video frame the this dashboard was designed for. TrackVision will scale the dash when used with a different frame width. In addition to the basic contents of the dashboard section, there are also a number of optional keywords that can be used here: imagefile height width background foreground fontname fontstyle justify



the name of the background image file for the dashboard the height of the dashboard in pixels if no image file is used the width of the dashboard in pixels if no image file is used the default background color [typically if no imagefile is used] the default color for foreground elements, including text the default font for all text elements the default font style the default text justification [left/center/right]



Defaults that are set in the dashboard section are applied to ALL element sections, but can also be changed within any element section. Changes made to a default apply locally to the element where the change was made. Subsequent elements will use the defaults. Image files must be png format, 96dpi with an alpha channel for transparency. Most 2D drawing apps will produce this format, including Photoshop and Gimp. Parts of the image can be transparent. Dashboard elements can be positioned anywhere within the image space, including any transparent parts of the image. TrackVision allows the user to position the complete dashboard within the frame [left, right, center, top, bottom]. © Proprietary and Confidential Information of Apex Visualizations, LLC
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The element sections Elements are the various display methods that can be used to display data values and text on a dashboard. There can be as many elements on a dashboard as you need. We’ll look at each of these in some detail, but here’s an introduction to all the elements. gauge – defines a circular or circle segment gauge element that can be created entirely by TrackVision™, or can use an image file for the gauge face and the gauge needle. textbox – defines an area for display textual information. slider2 – a horizontal or vertical element that displays a numeric value as a solid rectangle whose width is proportional to the value. Slider 2 is an updated slider element introduced on V2.0. Can be horizontal or vertical, and supports a wide selection of value ranges. slider – The slider is a legacy element from the early days. It’s far better to use slider2 which is more flexible in its format and data value ranges. Slider supports value ranges in the form only. indicator – an on-off element whose state is defined by a threshold value. An indicator can be a line, rectangle, circle or ellipse. Used for brake light, shift lights, and more. trackmap – an element that derives a visual track map from position data present in the exported logger data. The track map will display the vehicles current position, and can also include the start/finish line and optional section markers for lap timing purposes. gcircle – a circular element designed to display a vector sum of lateral and longitudinal g forces. sweeper – an element that constructs a series of indicator elements along an elliptical arc. Typically used to represent the RPM sweep display on an in-car logger dash. include – a special element that includes elements from another file into the current properties file. Typically used to include a package of shift lights, but can be used to include any package of display elements.



Keys and values The attributes for the dashboard and each element are defined by the key = value pairs declarations within the section. Some keys declare attributes that are common to all sections, such as the foreground color and font. Others are meaningful only to specific elements. The right hand side of the attribute declaration is a literal value. There are a limited number of valid formats: A name is alphabetic token without delimiters. This includes common on/off names such as true, false, yes and no and data logger variables, such as rpm or throttle_position.
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The Hacker’s Guide V2.1 A string value is a list of alphanumeric or special characters enclosed in double quotes, e.g. “this is a string value”. The caret character ‘^’ is an escape character used to embed syntax characters in the string, e.g. “this is a ^“string^” value” would be displayed with the interior double quotes, this is a “string” value. Numeric literals can be expressed as integer or real values. Tuples are used to express multiple value entities, such as an x-y coordinate, an RGB color or bounding rectangle. A tuple is a comma separated sequence of integers enclosed in left and right brackets, such as < 10, 5 >. Each key-value expression must be terminated with a semi-colon. Finally, all text between a colon ( ‘:’ ) and the end of the line is considered a comment and is ignored by the parser. Examples of valid key-value expressions: foreground = ; : the foreground color is red variable = rpm; : the element displays the rpm variable label = “TrackVision™”; scale = 0.04; The following sections describe the usage and meaning of the keys allowed in each section. The notation for the ‘Value Type’ column is as follows: Integer – a non decimal number, positive or negative. Real – a decimal number, e.g. 15.6, can be positive or negative. String – a string literal, e.g. “a string literal” Name – when a single name value is required { name1 | name2 } – one of multiple name values are allowed. Tuple – indicates the number and meaning of the values in a tuple, such as for an RGB color specification or for a position coordinate or for a rectangle. Unless specified otherwise, all coordinates are expressed relative to the left-top corner of the dashboard (0,0).



Dashboard Section This section defines the base layout of the dashboard. Key name Shortname



Value type String



Description The name that appears in the dashboard selection list in Preferences, Save Movie Options and Show Movie Options



Prettyname



String



A fully descriptive name, which is optional



Imagefile



String



An image to use as the background as a pathname. The pathname can be absolute or
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The Hacker’s Guide V2.1 relative to the TrackVision™\display directory – images/filename.png The image specs are: A rectangle sized in pixels to fit the dash design and the size of the target video frame. 96dpi resolution only alpha channel for transparency control Imagewidth



Integer



The dashboard width. If an imagefile is used, this declaration is not required because the image size defines the dash size.



Imageheight



Integer



The dashboard width. If an imagefile is used, this declaration is not required because the image size defines the dash size.



Fill



{ yes | no | true | false }



When yes or true, the dashboard is filled with the background color. Not required if an imagefile is used.



Background*







The default background color. The dashboard area is filled with the color if specified, and no imagefile is defined. The default is black, 



Foreground*







The default foreground color. It isn’t used when drawing the dashboard, but does provide the default color when drawing text. The default is white, 



Fontname*



String



Any valid Windows font name. The default is “Arial”



Fontstyle*



{ normal | bold Controls how text is rendered, e.g. bold, italic and | italic | bold italic. The default is ‘normal’. bold_italic } Integer The height of the font, in pixels. The font height defaults to the height of the element’s bounding rectangle if fontheight is not declared.



Fontheight*



Justify* Targetwidth



{ left | center | right } Integer



Text justification within the bounding rectangle of the element. The default is ‘center’. The video frame width that the dash is designed to fit. TrackVision will scale the dashboard up or down when used with video frame width other than the targetwidth.



* These values, when declared in the dashboard section, set the default value for the common keys for all elements.
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About colors & transparency Colors can be declared in a number of formats, and color density can be declared from fully opaque to fully transparent. Tuple format where red, green & blue are values from 0 to 255 Tuple with transparency where a is a value from 0 [transparent] to 255 [opaque] Hex format #rrggbb where red, green and blue are values from 00 to ff Hex with transparency #aarrggbb where aa is a value from 00 [transparent] to ff [opaque] X11 color names – see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_colors#X11_color_names There is no transparency control when using x11 color format. There’s also a quick way to make things transparent by declaring a key to be transparent: Background = transparent; RGBoff = transparent; Anything you can declare to be a color, you can also declare to be transparent.



Behavior The width and height of the dashboard is determined by either: - the size of the imagefile or - the values of imagewidth and imageheight. The imagefile key takes precedence over fill. Image files should be saved as 96dpi .png format with active alpha channel



Example :: :: :: :: ::



$Header$ Dashboard configuration file Copyright (c) 2003 - 2010 Apex Visualizations, LLC. V2.1 Compatible and repositionable User configurable Shiftlights - Gauges2_Shiftlights.inc



dashboard { ShortName = "GaugesII MPH"; :: PrettyName = "Gauges2"; ImageFile = "images\Gauges2MPH.png";:: targetwidth = 1024; :: foreground = ; :: fontname = “Eurostile”; :: fontheight = 12; :: justify = center; :: }



The name in the dashboard selection list The image file used by this dash The dash is scaled for a 1024 wide frame default color for text and drawn elements default font default font size default text justification
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Keys common to all elements The following keys are common to all element definitions and inherit the values set in the dashboard section. All of the common keys can be overridden for individual elements. Key name Background



Value type 



Description See dashboard keys



Foreground







See dashboard keys



Fontname



String



See dashboard keys



Fontstyle



{ normal | bold See dashboard keys | italic | bold_italic } Integer See dashboard keys



Fontheight Justify



{ left | center | right } Name



See dashboard keys



Rectangle



< left, top, right, bottom >



The enclosing rectangle of an element as a 4 tuple. This is specified in pixels relative to the dashboard, where the upper-left hand corner of the dashboard is {0, 0}. For example, is the rectangle for a 50 by 12 pixel area positioned at the top of the dashboard 100 pixels from the left.



Scale



Real



A factor used to scale variable values. The value is multiplied by the scale factor before it is rendered by the element. The default is 1.0



Variable



The name of a TrackVision™ logger variable.



Common Behavior The variable key serves two purposes. First, it determines if the element is displayed. TrackVision™ renders an element only if the logger data name mapped to a given variable appears in the logger data. For example, many TrackVision dashboards have declarations for two speedometer gauges, one for speed_mph and speed_kph. The correct gauge will be displayed based on which speed data appears in the logger data. Secondly, this value is used by the element during rendering. The following sections describe how the variable value is displayed by each type of element. Note: Elements that use the range key no longer displays values that are outside of the declared range values. We made this change because it made sense, but also because it allows ‘rogue’ data values to be ignored, and enables neat things like narrow range displays. © Proprietary and Confidential Information of Apex Visualizations, LLC
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Gauge Element This is a complex element capable of rendering all manner of gauge styles. Key name Range



Value type < min, max >



Description The minimum and maximum value of the variable. Ranges can be in the form for an RPM gauge, or which defines a center zero gauge.



Divisions



Integer



The number of subdivisions on the gauge



Radius



Integer



The length of the gauge needle



Face_image



String



Pathname of the image file for the gauge face.



Needle_image



String



Pathname of the image file for the gauge needle. Needle images are horizontal, pointing to the right.



Needle_offset



< x, y >



Pixel offset of the pivot point of the needle relative to [top left] of the needle image.



Sweep



< start angle, end angle >



The angle of the needle’s travel (in degrees), from minimum to maximum variable value. 0 is along the x-axis and increases counter-clockwise. Positive and negative values are allowed. For example, the tuple < 225, -45 > results in the needle at the 8 o’clock position for minimum and the 4 o’clock position at maximum.



Rotation



{ cw | ccw }



Direction of pointer rotation



Position



< x, y >



The position of the gauge. Useful when using a face image without specifying the bounding rectangle.



Base



< x, y >



The coordinate of the pivot point of the needle, relative to the top-left position of the gauge.



Draw_face



{ yes | no | true | false }



When yes or true, the image declared with face_image is drawn. Otherwise, the default gauge face is rendered. Default is yes.



Precision



Integer



Number of decimal places displayed in division labels. Default is 0
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Gauge examples Here are examples of the 3 general gauge styles that can be defined using this element: A simple gauge drawn entirely by TrackVision™ gauge { variable = rpm; range = ; scale = 0.001; divisions = 10;



rectangle = ; foreground = < 255, 128, 64 >; fontheight = 12;



:: :: :: :: :: :: ::



variable name range of gauge scale rpm to thousands show range as ten divisions size & position on the dash orange text and pointer size of division values



} A user provided face image with TV drawing the needle gauge { variable = rpm; face_image = "images/gauge_rpm10.png"; rectangle = < 490, 22 ,600 , 132 >; scale = 0.001; range = < 0, 10 >; sweep = < 180, 0 >; base = < 55, 68 >; radius = 50; foreground = < 255, 128, 64 >; }



:: face image ::position of image :: scale rpm to thousands :: range of gauge :: angular sweep :: needle pivot point :: needle radius :: needle color



A gauge using both a face image and a needle image. gauge { variable = speed_mph; range = < 0, 160 >; base=< 646, 116 >; needle_offset = < -15, -11 >; needle_image = "images\bottom_needle_speedo.png"; sweep=< 200, 50 >; draw_face=no; face_image = "images\bottom_right_mph1.png"; position = ; } Note: This gauge is part of the background image – there is no separate face_image.
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Textbox Element The Textbox is the staple element in dashboards. It is used to display labels and variable values as text. Key name Format



Label



Value type { integer | real | time | laptime } String



Description Describes how the variable’s value is displayed. See the Behavior section below. A literal to use as the value of the textbox.



Behavior ‘format = integer’ is displayed as a integer without a decimal point. The value is truncated – no rounding is performed. Both 1.1 and 1.9 are displayed as 2. A ‘-‘ is displayed for negative numbers. ‘format = real’ is a signed, decimal value with a decimal point. A sign is always displayed. The minimum number characters displayed is 5, in the form dd.dd. For values with an absolute value < 0.99, a 0 is displayed on the left-hand side (LHS), as in +0.22. Two digits are always displayed on the right-hand side (RHS). ‘format = time’ and ‘format = laptime’ both display the value as m:ss.ll, where m is minutes, ss is seconds and ll is 1/100th seconds. textbox { variable = oil_pressure; format = integer;



rectangle = ;



:: Displays the value of the named variable :: display as an integer :: size & position



}



textbox { label = “OIL PRESS”; format = integer;



rectangle = ;



:: Displays this string as a label :: display as an integer :: size & position



}



If a ‘variable’ declaration is used along with ‘label’, the variable is only used to determine whether the element is displayed. textbox { variable = brake;



label = "BRAKE"; rectangle = ; fontheight = 11; fontstyle = bold;



justify = center;



:: :: :: :: :: ::



Display only if brake channel exists in logger data The text string size & position Override default font Override default style Override default justification



} © Proprietary and Confidential Information of Apex Visualizations, LLC
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Indicator Element The indicator element displays a filled shape based on a threshold value. The indicator is in an ON or OFF state at all times. Key name rbgon



rgboff



threshold



shape



Value type < r, g, b > | | transparent < r, g, b > | | transparent Real



Description The color when the indicator is in the ON state.



The color when the indicator is in the OFF state.



The threshold value. The indicator is ON when the variable value > threshold, and OFF otherwise.



thickness



{ line | rectangle | ellipse } Integer



The indicator’s shape



filled



yes | no



Fills the indicator shape with ON and OFF color Default is yes.



outlined



yes | no



Outlines the indicator shape with foreground color. Default is yes.



The thickness of the line drawn when the shape in LINE, in pixels.



indicator { Variable = brake; Rectangle = ; RGBon = ; Threshold = 0.1 ; } We also use indicators to create a line of shift lights. Each indicator is simple: indicator { variable = rpm; rectangle = < 0, 0, 7, 7 >; rgbon = < 255, 255, 0 >; foreground = < 255,255,255 >; rgboff = ; threshold = 5500; } Six or more of these are packaged together in an include file [see page 22]. Each indication has a progressively higher threshold, and the result is progressive shift lights as rpm approached redline. © Proprietary and Confidential Information of Apex Visualizations, LLC
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Slider Element The slider element displays a simple, horizontal sliding value with a center zero. This element has been superseded by the slider2 element, which is now the best choice. Key name range



Value type < min, max >



Description The minimum and maximum values of the variable. Slider will always assume a range in the form , and will position itself assuming a zero value in the center of the element space.



rgbpositive



< r, g, b >



The color to use when the variable value is > zero.



rgbnegative



< r, g, b >



The color to use when the variable value is < zero.



slider { Variable = longitudinal_acceleration; Rectangle = ; RGBNegative = ; RGBPositive = ; Range = < -2, 2 >; }



Slider2 Element The slider2 element was released with TrackVision™ 2.0, and displays a horizontal or vertical sliding value. Slider2 can be defined as horizontal or vertical, and can display most data ranges including center zero, 0 to + or – values, + or – values to zero. Key name range



Value type < min, max >



Description The minimum and maximum values of the variable. May be in the form , or , or , or , or .



rgbpositive



< r, g, b >



The color to use when the variable value is > zero.



rgbnegative



< r, g, b >



The color to use when the variable value is < zero.



slider2 { Variable = lateral_acceleration; RgbNegative = < 255, 0, 0 >; RgbPositive = < 0, 0, 255 >; Rectangle = < 220, 12, 235, 132 >; Range = < 0, 2 >; }
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Track Map Element Renders a map of the track based on position values within the logger data. Position values may be x and y offset values or latitude & longitude values [V2.0+ only]. The trackmap rectangle is filled with the current background color and the track is drawn with the foreground color. Key name marker



Value type {color}



Description The color to use for markers, which can be added by the user to indicate start/finish and sector markers. All color formats valid.



position



{color}



background foreground



{color} {color}



The color to use for the current position of the vehicle on the track map. All color formats valid. The color of the background The color of the track map



trackmap { rectangle = ; foreground = ; background = transparent; marker = ; position = }



GCircle Element Key name divisions



Value type Integer



Description The number of concentric circles drawn by the element.



radius pointer



integer < r, g, b >



g value to for full scale display The color of the arm.



radius



Integer



The radius of the arm.



gcircle { rectangle = ; foreground = ; pointer = < 255, 128, 64 >; radius = 2; divisions = 4; }
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Sweeper Element The most complicated of all the elements. It creates indicator elements along an elliptic arc defined by the bounding rectangle. Each indicator is drawn as the LINE shape.



Key name range



Value type < min, max >



Description The range of variable values displayed by the sweeper.



sweep



< start angle, end angle >



The angular sweep of the elliptic arc (see the description of the gauge element sweep attribute).



extend divisions



The height of the indicator LINE shape. Integer



thickness



The number of indicators elements displayed along the arc. Thickness of the indicator LINE shape.



rgbon



< r, g, b >



The color when an indicator is in the ON state.



rgboff



< r, g, b >



The color when an indicator is in the OFF state.



In the figure, the BLUE rectangle shows the bounding box defined by the rectangle attribute. The CYAN ellipse is the result of the rectangle taken to be the ellipse’s left-top quadrant. The RED lines depict the sweep attribute. The GREEN ellipse approximates the © Proprietary and Confidential Information of Apex Visualizations, LLC
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The Hacker’s Guide V2.1 effect of the extend attribute. The indicators are positioned in the area defined by the sweep lines and inner and outer ellipses. They are equally spaced within this area and emanate radially from the right-bottom corner of the rectangle (the BLACK circle). sweeper { variable = rpm; rectangle = < 278, 48, 380, 90>; extend = 12; thickness = 1; rgboff = ; rgbon = ; range = ; sweep = < 180, 50 >; divisions = 80; } Note that this declaration defines the RPM sweeping display only. The background is an image, the shift lights are separate indicators in an include file, and the rest of the values and labels on the display are textboxes. This is the Racepak IQ3 Display distributed with TrackVision.



Include Element Key name Incfile



Value type String



Description Pathname of a file containing dashboard elements, but no dashboard section.



An include file is a neat way to package up a group of elements that will always be used together. Include files can be used for any set of elements you like, but the most common application is for a set of shift lights. All you need in the display properties file is a simple declaration to identify the include file and its location: include { incfile = "shiftlightsgauges.inc"; ::include files are always stored in the /displays folder position = < 518, 65 >; :: the position of the top left corner of the included group }



The contents of the included file are processed as if they were present in the properties file. An include file is a neat way to package up a group of elements that may be used in several different dashboards. Let’s look at a shiftlights.inc file that works nicely with the Gauges dashboard series. It’s a set of six indicators, all driven by RPM, and each with its own threshold RPM and color. :: Shift light include file :: Copyright (c) 2003 - 2007 Apex Visualizations, LLC. All rights reserved. © Proprietary and Confidential Information of Apex Visualizations, LLC
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The Hacker’s Guide V2.1 :: 6 element shift light with a 7500RPM redline. :: Change the RPM thresholds for your application. :: The entire include group is 52 pixels wide and 7 pixels high. indicator { variable = rpm; rectangle = < 0, 0, 7, 7 >; rgbon = < 255, 255, 0 >; foreground = < 255,255,255 >; threshold = 5700; } indicator { variable = rpm; rectangle = < 9, 0, 16, 7 >; rgbon = < 255, 255, 0 >; foreground = < 255,255,255 >; threshold = 5800; } indicator { variable = rpm; rectangle = < 18, 0, 25, 7 >; rgbon = < 255, 255, 0 >; foreground = < 255,255,255 >; threshold = 5900; } indicator { variable = rpm; rectangle = < 27, 0, 34, 7 >; rgbon = < 255, 0, 0 >; foreground = < 255,255,255 >; threshold = 6000; } indicator { variable = rpm; rectangle = < 36, 0, 43, 7 >; rgbon = < 255, 0, 0 >; foreground = < 255,255,255 >; threshold = 6100; } indicator { variable = rpm; rectangle = < 45, 0, 52, 7 >; rgbon = < 255, 0, 0 >; foreground = < 255,255,255 >; threshold = 6200; }



The threshold and the color for each indicator can be changed to match the rev range you want to display. © Proprietary and Confidential Information of Apex Visualizations, LLC
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Layer Control Version 2.1 introduces the concept of layers which enables the placement of display elements in a specific rendering order. In earlier versions, the only control was limited to careful selection of the order in which elements appeared in the properties file. In V2.1, layer control is explicit. Layers in TrackVision are conceptually the same as layers in most drawing packages. Layer 0 is the base layer. Elements rendered on higher layers overlay elements on lower numbers. Raising an element to the highest layer is the equivalent of the familiar Bring to Front command. Here’s a classic example of how layer control can be really helpful. Here’s how. A slider for throttle position with the label THROTTLE might look like this. Note that the slider is overlaying the label! slider2 { Variable = throttle_position; Rectangle = ; RGBPositive = < 51, 255, 0>; Range = < 0 , 100 >; } textbox { label = "THROTTLE"; format = integer; rectangle = ; foreground = ; }



Adding a layer control key that moves the label THROTTLE up to a higher layer solves the problem neatly. slider2 { Variable = throttle_position; Rectangle = ; RGBPositive = < 51, 255, 0>; Range = < 0 , 100 >; } textbox { layer = 3; label = "THROTTLE"; format = integer; rectangle = ; foreground = ; }
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Annotated Sample This typical display properties file provides some more examples of element declarations in a real-world case. Its helpful to look at other display properties in the ./trackvision/displays folder as well. You will often find an example of the kind of thing you want in another properties file, and cut and paste is your friend. :: $Header$ :: Copyright (c) 2003 - 2010 Apex Visualizations, LLC. All rights reserved. :: Add any notes you want here. Any number of header lines can be added, each line beginning with :: First, the general definition. Names, Size, image used, colors etc dashboard { ShortName = "Traqmate Gauges"; :: The name that appears in the display list PrettyName = "TraqMate Dash display"; ImageFile = "images\TraqmateGauges.png"; foreground = ; } :: Now we add elements. Their position is defined by rectangle, which places the four corners relative to the top left corner of the dash textbox { ::The event title textbox. variable = event_title; rectangle = ; fontheight = 12; fontstyle = bold_italic; justify = center; } ::Next comes the GCircle element. Alternative is to use crossed sliders to display lat ::and long Gs. gcircle { rectangle = ; foreground = ; pointer = < 255, 128, 64 >; radius = 2; :: the number of Gs to the outer ring divisions = 4; :: The total number of rings } ::This textbox places the THIS LAP label textbox { label = "THIS LAP"; format = integer; rectangle = ;>; fontheight = 11; fontstyle = bold; justify = right; } ::This one places the variable 'lap' which is the current lap number © Proprietary and Confidential Information of Apex Visualizations, LLC
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The Hacker’s Guide V2.1 textbox { variable = lap; format = integer; rectangle = ; range = < 0, 300 >; sweep = < 180, 0 >; base = < 55, 68 >; radius = 50; foreground = < 255, 128, 64 >;} textbox { variable = speed_kph; format = integer; rectangle = ; fontname = "Digital Readout"; justify = right; fontstyle = bold; foreground = < 0, 255, 0 >; } ::If the logger provides Gear data, we'll place it in the tach window where it belongs. textbox { variable = gear; format = integer; rectangle = < 590, 34, 610, 59 >; fontname = "Digital Readout"; justify = center; fontstyle = bold; foreground = < 0, 255, 0 >;}



trackmap { rectangle = ; }
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TrackVision internal variable names TrackVision has an extensive range of internal variables that can be used to map logger data channels and to drive display elements. There are three classes of variables, as listed below. 1. Special logger variables These variables are used by TrackVision’s internal processing. Each is reserved for a specific application in the logger properties file. Variable name sample_time laptime lap position_x position_y position_latitude position_longitude beacon_input



Application // the channel containing an incremental time value for each sample // an incremental time value reverting to 0:00 for each lap // column number for lap number [required for AiM data] // distance from the first sample value as 0 on the x axis // distance from the first sample value as 0 on the y axis // latitude, expressed as a decimal value of degrees // longitude, expressed as a decimal value of degrees // lap beacon



2. Special display variables These variables display data that is created by TrackVision’s internal processing. Variable name Application event_title // user descriptive text for dashboard display laptime // current lap elapsed time lap // current lap number best_laptime // best lap time in the video so far best_lap // lap number for best lap time NOTE: Sector timing is only available when lap and sector times are derived from markers on the TrackVision track map. sec1_time // current sector 1 time sec1_best_time // best sector 1 time sec1_best_lap // lap number for best sector 1 time sec2_time // current sector 2 time sec2_best_time // best sector 2 time sec2_best_lap // lap number for best sector 2 time sec3_time // current sector 3 time sec3_best_time // best sector 3 time sec3_best_lap // lap number for best sector 3 time sec4_time // current sector 4 time sec4_best_time // best sector 4 time sec4_best_lap // lap number for best sector 4 time sec1_diff // delta current to best sector 1 time sec2_diff // delta current to best sector 2 time sec3_diff" // delta current to best sector 3 time sec4_diff // delta current to best sector 4 time © Proprietary and Confidential Information of Apex Visualizations, LLC
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3. General logger & display variables These variables are simply labels which can be mapped to specific logger channels and displayed by specific TrackVision display elements. Whenever possible, it is far better to use one of these specific variable names that matches the data in each logger channel than to use one of the generic analog or digital channel names. Variable rpm speed_kph speed_mph lateral_acceleration longitudinal_acceleration gps_date gps_time gps_altitude car_number altitude total_acceleration power_hp power_kw torque_lbft torque_nm distance_feet distance_miles distance_km gear brake brake_input steering_input throttle_position wheel_speed_front_left wheel_speed_front_right wheel_speed_rear_left wheel_speed_rear_right yaw_deg pitch_deg roll_degrees manifold_pressure engine_temp air_temp coolant_temp oil_temp fuel_temp charge_air_temp exhaust_temp



Application // engine speed, rpm // vehicle speed, kph // vehicle speed, mph // lateral acceleration, g // longitudinal acceleration, g // date from gps source, format dd/mm/yyyy // time from gps source, format hh:mm:ss.mmmm //altitude from gps source, // car number, alphanumeric // altitude from sensor // total acceleration, g // power, hp // power, kW // torque, lb-ft // torque, nM // distance traveled, feet // distance, miles // distance, kilometers // gear number selected // brake indicator [on/off] // brake pressure // steering input, degrees // throttle position // wheel speed, front left // wheel speed, front right // wheel speed, rear left // wheel speed, rear right // body yaw, degrees // body pitch, degrees // body roll, degrees // manifold pressure // engine temperature // ambient air temperature //coolant temperature // oil temperature // fuel temperature // inlet air temperature // exhaust temperature
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The Hacker’s Guide V2.1 fuel_pressure oil_pressure oil_level coolant_pressure wide_o2_1 wide_o2_2 o2_1 o2_2 boost_bar boost_psi mass_air head_temp_01 head_temp_02 head_temp_03 head_temp_04 head_temp_05 head_temp_06 head_temp_07 head_temp_08 head_temp_09 head_temp_10 head_temp_11 head_temp_12 fuel_volume alternator battery brake_temp_1 brake_temp_2 brake_temp_3 brake_temp_4 logger_temp[C] analog_ch01 analog_ch02 analog_ch03 analog_ch04 analog_ch05 analog_ch06 analog_ch07 analog_ch08 analog_ch09 analog_ch10 analog_ch11 analog_ch12 analog_ch13 analog_ch14 analog_ch15 analog_ch16 analog_ch17 analog_ch18 analog_ch19



// fuel pressure // oil pressure // oil level, // coolant pressure // wideband o2 sensor 1 // wideband o2 sensor 2 // o2 sensor 1 // o2 sensor 2 // boost, bar //boost, psi // mass air sensor // head_temp_01 // head_temp_02 // head_temp_03 // head_temp_04 // head_temp_05 // head_temp_06 // head_temp_07 // head_temp_08 // head_temp_09 // head_temp_10 // head_temp_11 // head_temp_12 // fuel volume // alternator volts DC // battery volts DC // brake temperature 1, degrees // brake temperature 2, degrees // brake temperature 3, degrees // brake temperature 4, degrees // logger temperature, degrees C // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined
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// user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined // user defined
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